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We study a simplified model of the SM Higgs boson decaying to a degenerate pair of scalars
which travel a macroscopic distance before decaying to SM particles. This is the leading signal for
many well-motivated solutions to the hierarchy problem that do not propose additional light colored
particles. Bounds for displaced Higgs decays below 10 cm are found by recasting existing tracker
searches from Run I. New tracker search strategies, sensitive to the characteristics of these models
and similar decays, are proposed with sensitivities projected for Run II at
√
s = 13 TeV. With 20
fb−1 of data, we find that Higgs branching ratios down to 7 × 10−4 can be probed for centimeter
decay lengths.
INTRODUCTION
Run I of the LHC has severely constrained the param-
eter space for colored top partners that appear in tradi-
tional models which solve the hierarchy problem between
the weak and Planck scales (theories such as supersym-
metry or composite Higgs models). This has lead both
theoretical and experimental studies to consider models
that explain the hierarchy without additional light col-
ored or SM-charged states. These are often referred to
as models of “uncolored” or “neutral” naturalness, respec-
tively. The foremost example is the Twin Higgs [1–3],
which provides a natural explanation by positing the ex-
istence of a dark sector containing colorless twin top part-
ners, which partially cancel the quadratic divergence of
the corrections to the Higgs mass. Other models of “un-
colored naturalness” include folded supersymmetry and
quirky little Higgs [4, 5] where the top partners are color
neutral but carry electroweak charge, while more gen-
eral twin Higgs models go under the name of Orbifold
Higgs [6, 7]).
Twin Higgs models, as well as other models featuring
neutral naturalness, generically predict the Higgs boson
to decay to non-standard final state particles due to mix-
ing between the ordinary and the twin Higgs. These par-
ticles may then either decay back to SM particles or leave
the detector as missing energy. Such mixing is an essen-
tial ingredient for solving the hierarchy problem, which
also results in corrections to the branching fractions of
the already observed final states. However, the couplings
of the twin states to the ordinary Higgs boson are ex-
pected to be quite small, making it difficult to test the
presence of the twin sector by looking for deviations from
Standard Model (SM) predicted rates [8–10]. Thus, di-
rect searches for Higgs decays leave this class of models
largely unconstrained.
However, in many cases the twin matter from the
Higgs decays traverses a macroscopic distance before it
decays back to SM matter, resulting in displaced Higgs
decays [11–16]. The prediction of displaced vertices (DV)
in these theories gives hope that such models may be dis-
covered or constrained by searches in Run II of the LHC.
The striking signature of displaced decays combined with
negligible SM background allowed Run I LHC searches
to place strong constraints on many beyond the SM sig-
nals which contain long-lived particles [17–20]. Searches
have been performed by ATLAS and CMS for decays in
the tracker, calorimeter, and muon spectrometer. How-
ever, the benchmark models for the tracker searches have
typically involved the production of heavy particles with
m & 200 GeV, possibly decaying to lighter particles with
m & 50 GeV. Large pT trigger thresholds and vertex re-
quirements make these searches very inefficient for a 125
GeV Higgs boson decaying to hidden sector particles with
masses . 60 GeV. As a result, exotic displaced decays of
the Higgs boson within the ATLAS or CMS inner detec-
tor are weakly constrained, especially for the case of light
intermediate particles. Furthermore, existing searches for
decays in the calorimeter or muon spectrometer, which
are sensitive to long-lived light particles, only constrain
signals which produce at least two displaced decays per
event, a feature which is not generic to these models.
Depending on the details of the hidden sector, the signal
may prefer only one metastable particle per event.
For Run II, displaced decays will continue to be an im-
portant signature for discovery of new physics. The aim
of this paper is to present bounds for displaced Higgs
decays by recasting existing tracker searches from Run I,
and more importantly, to present projected sensitivity for
Run II with
√
s = 13 TeV and propose new search strate-
gies which are sensitive to the characteristics of these
models.
Dedicated displaced triggers for Run II are efficient
for detecting events with displaced Higgs decays for life-
times ranging from 1 cm to 1 m, while lepton triggers
or vector boson fusion (VBF) triggers, which do not re-
quire displaced tracks, can be sensitive to shorter life-
times. We project bounds both by using existing search
techniques and by proposing new tracker search strate-
gies using displaced jets together with jet substructure as
a general method for detecting decays from light, long-
lived particles. In this work, we find Run II inner detector
searches can probe such signatures down to sub-percent
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FIG. 1. The Higgs boson, once produced, decays to two long-
lived invisible scalars, piv, which then decay back to visible
particles via an off-shell Higgs.
Higgs branching ratios with an integrated luminosity of
20 fb−1.
MODELS AND THEIR SIGNAL
The phenomenology of Twin Higgs-type models is of
the hidden valley type [11, 12, 15, 21], where twin parti-
cles communicate with the SM only via a Higgs portal,
i.e. a mixing between the SM Higgs and its twin partner.
This mixing can allow for production of twin particles
following Higgs production at the LHC. If these parti-
cles are metastable on detector scales, they may traverse
a macroscopic distance and decay back to SM particles
within the detector, appearing as either a DV or as a
decay in the hadronic calorimeter or muon spectrome-
ter. The prototypical model we have in mind is that of
the “fraternal twin Higgs” [13] where the twin QCD has
no light quark generations, only a twin 3rd generation,
resulting in metastable twin glueballs and twin bottomo-
nia. Other models of neutral naturalness with top part-
ners charged under the electroweak group will necessar-
ily have similar phenomenology: the twin glueballs must
be the lightest states of the hidden sector, in order to
avoid direct constraints from LEP, resulting in the phe-
nomenology considered here. Typically, the mass of the
intermediate scalars in the Higgs decays (corresponding
to the twin glueballs or twin bottomonia) are expected
to be in the 10 − 60 GeV range [16], depending on the
details of the twin confining sector.
While the Twin Higgs is our motivation, we focus on
a simplified signal of the SM Higgs boson decaying to a
degenerate pair of hidden scalars, piv, which travel a fi-
nite distance before decaying to SM particles (see Fig. 1).
We assume that the decay occurs via mixing with the
Higgs. Therefore, the couplings of the scalars, piv, to SM
particles are proportional to the Higgs’ couplings. The
dominant final states are bb¯, τ+τ− and cc¯, with the ratios
85:8:5 for mpiv & 20 GeV.
We also present results for the scenario where the Higgs
boson decays to a pair of degenerate hidden scalars, one
of which is stable and escapes the detector. This signal
could be realized if the branching ratio of the twin gluon
to the metastable 0++ glueball is very small, in which
case most twin glueballs produced will be stable since
they do not have the have the right quantum numbers to
mix with the SM Higgs.
BOUNDS FROM RUN I
Several searches for displaced decays within the
ATLAS and CMS detectors have been performed on Run
I data. In particular, two searches at
√
s = 8 TeV with
the ATLAS detector have been interpreted for signals of
the type studied here. The first of these is an ATLAS
search [18] for two DVs either within the tracker or the
muon spectrometer. This search is mostly sensitive to
lifetimes of O(1 m). The reason for this is that the trigger
efficiencies are enhanced for DVs occurring in the muon
spectrometer, while the trigger thresholds and strict ver-
tex requirements applied for decays within the tracker
are rarely satisfied by this signal. The second ATLAS
search [19] looks for low electromagnetic fraction jets in-
dicative of decays within the hadronic calorimeter or at
the edge of the electromagnetic calorimeter. This search
is sensitive to similar lifetimes, but is not as powerful as
the former search in constraining the branching ratio for
all except the lightest intermediate scalar masses. This
is due to a weaker trigger efficiency. These ATLAS ex-
clusion curves are reproduced in Fig. 2.
The CMS search for displaced dijets [20] and ATLAS
multitrack DV searches [17] look for decays within the
tracker and constrain lifetimes ranging from 1 mm to
1 m. We have fully recast these searches and interpreted
the results in terms of displaced Higgs decays. We simu-
late the three largest production modes for the Higgs:
gluon-gluon fusion (ggF), vector boson fusion (VBF),
and vector associated production (VH). Hard processes
are simulated in Madgraph 5 [22] followed by hadroniza-
tion and parton showering using Pythia 8 [23]. We use
Delphes 3 [24] for the detector simulation with default
efficiencies for the ATLAS and CMS detectors, excluding
tracking efficiency. FastJet [25] is used to cluster jets and
apply jet substructure algorithms. Additional details of
the simulations can be found in [26].
For the ATLAS multitrack DV searches, we find that
the trigger thresholds for leptons, jets, and MET are
too strong for this search to be sensitive to a 125 GeV
Higgs, including all Higgs production modes, and thus
no further bound is established. The dilepton DV search
performed in this study is efficient for the piv → µ+µ−
decays but gives no bound due to the small expected
branching ratio of this decay mode. However, the CMS
displaced dijet search, while having low efficiencies, does
have some sensitivity to displaced Higgs decays for the
3heavier range of the intermediate piv masses, for branch-
ing fractions as low as 5 percent in the 1 mm - 1 m proper
lifetime regime. The reason for the somewhat increased
sensitivity is that the CMS study takes advantage of a
dedicated displaced trigger which allows for lower jet pT
trigger thresholds by requiring two jets with pT > 60
GeV to have displaced tracks with transverse impact pa-
rameter (IP) larger than 0.5 mm. The trigger is seeded
by the level one requirement of scalar transverse energy,
HT > 300 GeV. However, this large HT requirement
of the trigger preferentially selects events containing a
boosted Higgs or large initial state radiation (ISR), which
also results in boosted piv’s, merging their decay products
into a single jet. For these reasons, this search, which re-
quires two jets associated to a DV, is not very efficient
for the signal we consider. Furthermore, the vertex re-
quirement, mDV > 4 GeV, and the background discrimi-
nant which prefers a large DV track multiplicity, decrease
the efficiency for signals with light piv. Nevertheless, we
still find that the search places bounds on signals with
mpiv & 40 GeV for lifetimes complementary to those ob-
tained from the ATLAS searches. Our resulting bounds
on the Higgs branching fractions as a function of the piv
lifetime obtained from our recast of the CMS dijet search
(together with the previous ATLAS bounds) are pre-
sented in Fig. 2. We find limits for heavy piv and shorter
lifetimes, ranging from 1− 1000 mm, that are somewhat
weaker than the corresponding ATLAS bounds for longer
lifetimes, while signals with mpiv . 40 GeV remain un-
constrained for lifetimes below 100 mm. We emphasize
that these constraints do not apply for signals which only
produce a single DV per event. For the case where one of
the hidden particles is stable, the CMS dijet search does
not have sensitivity since the events fail to pass the large
HT requirement.
SEARCH STRATEGIES AND PROJECTED
SENSITIVITY FOR RUN II
In this section we propose new search strategies for
detecting displaced Higgs decays within the ATLAS or
CMS inner detector, noting that lifetimes corresponding
to the decay lengths considered here are mostly uncon-
strained. For longer decay lengths, a search for decays in
the muon spectrometer would be more sensitive and the
strategies considered here could be slightly altered and
applied in order to achieve sensitivity to events with a
single displaced decay.
There are major difficulties in detecting the signal
under consideration due to the relatively light mass of
the Higgs boson and of the hidden sector particles. To
make matters worse, the dominant production mecha-
nisms (ggF followed by VBF) tend to produce the Higgs
boson close to rest. Therefore, a search with sensitivity
to such a signal must either use a trigger with low pT re-
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FIG. 2. 95% CL exclusion curves for Run I of the LHC. The
ATLAS constraints are reproduced from the searches for long
lived particles decaying in the muon spectrometer [18] (solid)
and the hadronic calorimeter [19] (dotted). The CMS recast
exlcusion curves are derived from the search displaced dijet
in the inner tracker [20] (dashed).
quirements, possibly by taking advantage of a dedicated
displaced trigger, or be restricted to boosted Higgs kine-
matics and pay the price of a relatively small production
rate. Furthermore, DV searches, looking for single decays
in the tracker, typically impose strict vertex requirements
designed to cut out background events. However, signals
with light intermediate particles often do not pass these
requirements and cannot be detected by a generic DV
search. For these reasons, model-specific searches are
required in order to detect such signals. Specifically, a
successful search strategy should be designed with weak
vertex requirements in order to enhance the number of
expected signal events while retaining as low background
as possible by imposing other event selection criteria.
An important point regarding the expected LHC phe-
nomenology of Twin Higgs models is that the piv particles
decay to the SM via a Higgs portal with final states which
are expected to often be bb¯. This has a few important
consequences. First, one can search for decay products of
the bb¯ in conjunction with a DV, for example a muon or a
dijet. It has been shown that requiring a muon within a
cone of a displaced jet significantly reduces the displaced
jet background [27, 28]. Requiring a displaced dijet as-
sociated to a DV was used as a background discriminant
in the CMS displaced dijet search [20]. Furthermore, de-
pending on mpiv , the displaced dijet can become merged
into a single jet with many displaced tracks, resulting in
an “emerging jet” signature [29]. The merged jets typi-
cally exhibit a 2-prong substructure which can be used
to reconstruct the displaced dijet, thus extending the dis-
placed dijet search strategy to scenarios with light hidden
sector particles. Some percent of events may contain two
displaced vertices. This has been taken advantage of in
searches performed by ATLAS [18, 19]. These signatures,
4together with a requirement of reconstructing the orig-
inal Higgs mass and/or the piv masses in the displaced
jets of the event, could be used to remove background
events. In what follows, we present the details of the
search strategies considered in this work.
Triggers
For Run I, triggers were a major limitation on plac-
ing constraints on O(cm) lifetimes. This situation may
significantly improve for Run II due to the possible im-
plementation of improved dedicated displaced triggers.
These allow for lower pT thresholds, giving better sen-
sitivity to Higgs events with displaced decays. Triggers
based on the production process of the Higgs, either VBF
or VH, do not strongly depend on the lifetime of the piv
particles and may be useful for probing all lifetimes, in
particular short lifetimes not picked up by displaced trig-
gers. The five triggers which have been considered in this
study are detailed in Table I.
CMS has several displaced triggers implemented for
Run II, including a dedicated displaced trigger with
thresholds designed to pick up Higgs events with dis-
placed jets, which we will refer to as the “displaced jet”
trigger. This trigger requires a VBF signature, along
with a displaced jet containing tracks with IP > 2 mm.
The full trigger requirements for this “displaced jet”
trigger are detailed in Table I. The trigger is efficient for
all production processes of the Higgs, provided cτpiv & 2
mm. For short lifetimes, this trigger’s efficiency drops
since the displacement requirement is often no longer
satisfied. CMS has other dedicated displaced triggers
on their Run II trigger menu. The trigger with second
lowest thresholds requires two displaced jets with tracks
satisfying IP > 0.5 mm (analogous to the Run I triggers
used in [20]) at the cost of higher HT and jet pT require-
ments. A search with this trigger could be sensitive to
shorter lifetimes, however the search would be restricted
to events with boosted Higgs events, rendering it ineffi-
cient for the signal considered in this study.
For short lifetimes of O(10 mm), non-displaced trig-
gers are more efficient. VBF or lepton triggers may be
useful for a DV search in this scenario. One possibility
is to search for a VBF signature, picking out two jets
with large invariant mass. This has been denoted as the
“Inclusive VBF” trigger in Table I. Another possibility is
a trigger designed to pick up VBF production with the
Higgs decaying into a bb¯ pair. Such a trigger, which re-
quires three jets with varying pT and η, is denoted as the
“VBF, h→ bb¯” trigger in Table I. Yet another possibility
is to trigger on prompt leptons from the leptonic decay
of W or Z in VH events or on displaced leptons from the
bb¯ meson decays. Such a trigger, with a low lepton pT
threshold, would likely require isolation cuts under Run
II conditions, giving a significant reduction in ggF and
Trigger Trigger Requirement
Displaced jet a HT > 175 GeV or three jets with p
j1,2,3
T >
(92, 76, 64) GeV, |ηj1,2,3 | < (5.2, 5.2, 2.6)
with |ηj1 | or |ηj2 | < 2.6, and two jets sat-
isfying mjj > 500 GeV and ∆η > 3.0. A
displaced jet satisfying pT > 40 GeV, at
most 1 prompt track (2D IP < 2.0 mm),
and at least 2 displaced tracks.
Inclusive VBF Two jets with |ηj1,j2 | > 2, ηj1 · ηj2 < 0,
|ηj1 − ηj2 | > 3.6 and mj1,j2 > 1000 GeV.
VBF, h → bb¯ Three jets with pj1,2,3T > (112, 80, 56) GeV
and |ηj1,2,3 | < (5.2, 5.2, 2.6) and at least
one of the two first jets with |ηj1 | or |ηj2 | <
2.6.
Isolated Lepton One lepton with pT > 25 GeV, |η| < 2.4,
and 3D IP < 1 mm. Isolation requires the
summed pT of all tracks with pT > 1 and
within ∆R < 0.2 of the lepton is less than
10% of the lepton pT .
Trackless jets A jet with pT > 40 GeV and |η| < 2.5
matched with a muon with pT > 10 GeV
within ∆R = 0.4. No tracks with pT > 0.8
GeV in the ID within a ∆φ×∆η region of
0.2× 0.2.
TABLE I. Triggers for Run II which may be sensitive to
displaced Higgs decays.
a A previous version of this paper had incorrectly stated and
used the trigger requirement 2D IP < 2.0 cm and did not apply
the mjj requirement to events passing the HT requirement.
VBF efficiency for which the leptons typically arise from
bb¯ decays and are not isolated. As a conservative esti-
mate for such a trigger we impose track isolation cuts
from [30] and impose a cut on the 3D IP of the lepton as
detailed in Table I.
ATLAS has implemented a trackless jets trigger [28]
which may be used to pick up decays occurring beyond
the pixel layers of the tracker (the outermost layer is lo-
cated at r = 10.2 cm). This trigger is denoted the “track-
less jet” trigger in Table I. Tracks originating beyond the
pixel layer are not reconstructed by the level two trigger.
Decays occurring outside of the pixel layers thus give a
signature of a jet which is isolated from reconstructed
tracks. We find that this trigger is inefficient for recon-
structing displaced vertices within the tracker. The trig-
ger has small efficiency due to the requirement of a muon
matched to the jet. Also, the trigger preferentially selects
events in which the displaced decay is outside the pixel
layers where track reconstruction efficiencies are lower,
making vertex reconstruction more difficult. For search
strategies which require a muon matched to a displaced
jet, this trigger is more competitive with a single dedi-
cated displaced jet trigger, but again preferentially selects
longer lifetimes.
By triggering on the production process and not re-
quiring displaced tracks at the trigger level, the VBF
5Trigger mpiv (GeV)
cτ = 1 mm cτ = 10 mm cτ = 100 mm
ggF VBF VH Total ggF VBF VH Total ggF VBF VH Total
Displaced jet
10 0.03% 1.3% 1.1% 0.2% 1.0 % 30.0% 25.1% 3.9% 1.0% 42.0% 34.7% 5.1%
25 0.01% 0.8% 0.7% 0.09% 0.7% 20.4% 16.9% 2.7% 1.5% 45.3% 37.3% 5.9%
40 0.02% 1.0 % 0.9% 0.1% 0.6% 19.7% 16.4% 2.5% 1.4% 44.6% 36.3% 5.7%
Inclusive VBF
10 1.9% 15.5% 0.8% 2.8% 1.8% 15.5% 0.7% 2.8% 1.6% 15.1% 0.6% 2.6%
25 1.7% 15.3% 0.7% 2.7% 1.7% 15.3% 0.7% 2.7% 1.6% 15.2% 0.6% 2.6%
40 1.6% 15.2% 0.7% 2.6% 1.6% 15.2% 0.7% 2.6% 1.6% 15.2% 0.6% 2.6%
VBF, h → bb¯
10 5.8% 20.3% 13.1% 7.2% 5.8% 20.2% 13.0% 7.2% 3.5% 13.3% 8.1% 4.4%
25 4.6% 16.6% 10.9% 5.8% 4.7% 16.7% 10.9% 5.9% 4.2% 15.2% 9.7% 5.3%
40 4.0% 14.2% 9.2% 5.0% 4.0% 14.2% 9.2% 5.0% 3.8% 13.9% 8.9% 4.8%
Isolated Lepton
10 3.6% 3.7% 14.7% 4.1% 1.0% 1.0% 12.5% 1.5% 0.1% 0.2% 11.8% 0.6%
25 1.0% 1.5% 13.0% 1.6% 0.3% 0.4% 11.9% 0.8% 0.05% 0.07% 11.7% 0.6%
40 1.0% 1.4% 12.6% 1.6% 0.3% 0.4% 11.9% 0.8% 0.05% 0.07% 11.6% 0.6%
Trackless jet
10 0.02% 0.04% 0.04% 0.02% 0.8% 1.5% 1.3% 0.9% 2.0% 2.4% 2.2% 2.0%
25 0.02% 0.04% 0.06% 0.02% 0.5% 1.0% 0.8% 0.6% 3.6% 5.9% 5.0% 3.8%
40 0.01% 0.02% 0.03% 0.01% 0.1% 0.2% 0.2% 0.1% 2.1% 4.1% 3.3% 2.3%
TABLE II. A comparison of trigger acceptances for mpiv = 10, 25, 40 GeV and cτ = 1, 10, 100 mm. The acceptance is given
for Higgs production via ggF, VBF and VH. The rightmost column for each lifetime is the total acceptance, Total, weighted
by the cross sections for the various production mechanisms.
and lepton triggers are sensitive to all lifetimes. How-
ever, the displaced jet trigger may have significantly less
background than a pure VBF trigger due to the dis-
placed requirement. In this study, we present results for
each of two such triggers separately. We utilize the “dis-
placed jet” trigger and the “VBF h→ bb¯” trigger. We
find this combination provides the best sensitivity over
a wide range of lifetimes, however background consider-
ations may lead to the use of alternative triggers.
The acceptance of each of the triggers described above
is given in Table II for signal events which follow Higgs
production via ggF, VBF and VH. For jet clustering, we
use the anti-kt algorithm with ∆R = 0.5. The vertex
reconstruction efficiency is expected to be approximately
independent of the trigger acceptance for a given decay
length and choice of vertex selection cuts. However, the
displaced jet and trackless jet triggers preferentially ac-
cept events with longer decay lengths which have lower
vertex reconstruction efficiency. It may be possible to
reduce vertex requirements as a result of using a lower
background trigger, e.g. a lepton trigger together with
reconstructing the W/Z boson in VH events is known to
cut down on multijet background [31].
Event Reconstruction
Provided events pass the triggers, the next difficulty
in detecting displaced piv decays is to reconstruct the DV
and apply event selection requirements to remove back-
ground events. The details of DV reconstruction and
selection will be very important for signals with long-
lived particles with masses below ∼ 20 GeV for which
tracker vertex reconstruction efficiencies depend strongly
on mpiv . Due to the light mass of the piv particles, the
signal vertices have characteristically low invariant mass,
mDV , and track multiplicity, Ntracks, even with perfect
tracking efficiency. Combining the low track multiplicity
of the signal with reduced tracking efficiency for displaced
tracks makes displaced vertex reconstruction within the
tracker difficult. For example, with mpiv . 20 GeV, a 5-
track, mDV > 10 GeV single multitrack DV search would
have very limited sensitivity. A search which requires two
reconstructed 5-track DVs within the tracker would also
have weak sensitivity due to the low probability to re-
construct multiple 5 (or more) track vertices in the same
event. A primary goal of this paper is to weaken the ver-
tex mass and track requirements by requiring additional
objects associated to the DV or other event selection cri-
teria in order to achieve sensitivity to light signals. If
these selection criteria are not able to reduce backgrounds
to zero, it may be necessary to search for the signal as
an excess in background events.
Background vertices can arise from heavy flavor de-
cays, interactions with material in the detector, and ac-
cidental crossing of tracks. Background DVs typically
have small invariant mass and low track multiplicity [32].
Heavy flavor decays have low mDV and are associated
to tracks with small impact parameters (IP . 0.5 mm).
Requiring displaced tracks significantly suppresses SM
backgrounds. However, for sub-mm lifetimes and for
searches with low mDV requirements, SM backgrounds
can be important. We follow the procedure in [17] and
only vertex tracks which are significantly displaced with
6FIG. 3. Expected number of signal displaced vertices as a function of vertex track multiplicity and invariant mass in events
passing the “VBF, h→ bb¯” trigger at √s = 13 TeV, with an integrated luminosity of 20 fb−1, and assuming a Higgs branching
ratio of 1%. The two sample signals correspond to mpiV = 10 GeV (left), 40 GeV (right) with cτ = 100 mm. The signal regions
considered in this study are boxed and labeled with an overall efficiency for an event to satisfy the trigger requirement and
contain at least one vertex in the signal region.
IP > 2 mm and impose mDV requirements such that
SM backgrounds are not the dominant source of back-
ground. Detector material interactions can be reduced
by mapping out regions of detector material as was done
by ATLAS [17] and removing vertices which are within
or close to regions of dense material. It will be crucial
for CMS to perform such a detector study in order to be
sensitive to light piv signals. In our projected searches, we
remove DVs which occur in material areas of the detec-
tor using the ATLAS maps from [17]. Since the overall
signal efficiency is not very sensitive to the exact details
of the material region, the same map has been used for
the purpose of projecting searches for the CMS detector.
As mentioned above, standard selection criteria de-
signed to remove background DVs also remove most, or
in some cases all of the signal considered in this paper.
Given the incomplete detector simulations performed in
this study, we are not able to simulate background events
which are dominated by the full detector response and de-
tails of the track and vertex reconstruction procedures.
We try to retain vertex requirements similar to those in
existing searches and assume one background event as a
benchmark for projecting sensitivities. This assumption
may not be valid for new triggers and search strategies
with weaker selection requirements. However, as men-
tioned above, it may be possible to search for an excess
in background events, in which case the results would be
weakened according to the number of background events
expected.
The signal has several features which can be used as a
background discriminant. Two long-lived piv particles are
produced in each event. The search for DVs in the tracker
and MS by ATLAS [18] (their tracker search did not have
appropriate triggers for this signal) and tracker searches
performed by CDF [33] and D0 [27] avoided an mDV
requirement by selecting events with two vertices. While
this strategy is sensitive to the main signal considered
in this paper, we also consider strategies which require
only one DV per event in order to retain sensitivity to
a more general class of models, some of which predict
one DV together with MET or additional hadronic jets.
Additionally, the piv decay mostly to bb¯. Searches can
take advantage of this fact by looking for a dijet emerging
from a DV or muons from the b decays pointing back to
the DV.
Most of the displaced decays are to B-mesons which
are then further displaced from the vertex of the piv de-
cay causing a degradation in efficiency in cases where the
two B-meson vertices reconstruct as separate vertices.
This can occur in central parts of the tracker with higher
vertex resolution and could be used to detect the signal
by searching for two nearby DVs, perhaps in the same
displaced jet if the piv is boosted. We do not explore
this option since we cannot estimate the displaced ver-
tex resolution without the full detector simulation and
procedure. A search of this kind, looking for emerging
jets with multiple DVs within the same jet, has not been
performed yet.
In order to maximize the signal efficiency for light piv
signals, it is important to merge nearby vertices for the
scenario where both B-meson decays reconstruct as sep-
arate, nearby vertices. Merging nearby vertices intro-
duces a new source of background: two nearby back-
ground vertices with low track multiplicity can become
merged and pass the selection requirements. Motivated
by ATLAS [17], we merge all vertices within 1 mm of
each other and merge two vertices with Ntracks ≥ 3 and
Ntracks ≥ 2, respectively, if the vertices are within 5 mm
of each other in order to retain sensitivity to events where
the piv decay reconstructs as two separate vertices.
In Fig. 3 we show the number of expected DVs for
a signal sample of mpiv = 10 and 40 GeV both with
7cτ = 100 mm for a 20 fb−1 dataset, as a function of
Ntracks and mDV , passing the “VBF, h→ bb¯” trigger,
assuming a Higgs to piv branching ratio of 1%. Only
displaced tracks with IP > 2 mm and pT > 1 GeV are
vertexed. The lightest expected signals require special
consideration compared to heavier signals. In order to
be sensitive to a mpiv ≈ 10 GeV signal, vertex require-
ments with low Ntracks and mDV , i.e. Ntracks ≥ 4 and
mDV ≥ 4 GeV or lower, must be implemented.
We choose vertex selection criteria based on existing
tracker searches performed by ATLAS and CMS. The
reasoning is two-fold: we want to project the sensitiv-
ity of these search techniques for Run II, possibly with
different triggers, while remaining confident that there
are no more than a few background events. Ideally a
background discriminant would be trained for the signal
considered here. For a multitrack DV search without re-
quiring any objects associated to the DV or additional
event criteria, we choose Ntrack ≥ 5 and mDV ≥ 10 for
which we expect to be background free for a wide class
of triggers as was the case in [17]. For a DV associated
to a displaced dijet, we choose Ntrack ≥ 4, mDV ≥ 4,
and pT ≥ 8 GeV for our vertex criteria, which is com-
parable to the vertex requirements of the displaced dijet
search [20] which we note did not remove regions of de-
tector material and so could possibly be improved. For
searches requiring two DVs reconstructed in the tracker,
it is likely not necessary to impose a mDV requirement.
We require two DVs with Ntracks ≥ 5 for such a search.
We consider five main search strategies:
I. Search for at least one high mass (mDV > 10 GeV)
and high track multiplicity (Ntracks ≥ 5) DV, based
on the zero background search done by ATLAS [17].
II. Search for one high track multiplicity (Ntracks ≥ 5)
DV together with reconstructing the Higgs boson
mass and the two piv particles in the displaced jets
of the event. We require 2, 3, or 4 displaced jets, de-
fined as a jet (pT > 20 GeV) with at most 1 prompt
track with IP < 0.5 mm and at least two displaced
tracks. The invariant mass of all the displaced jets
are required to be within 20 GeV of the Higgs mass.
Additionally, all combinations of either one or two
displaced jets are checked in order to reconstruct the
invariant mass of the two piv particles, which must
be within 75% of each other.
III. Search for one DV (mDV > 4 GeV, Ntracks ≥ 4, and
pT ≥ 8) associated to a displaced dijet, similar to
the search by CMS [20]. The momentum of the dijet
is required to be consistent with the DV position in
the detector (|pˆdijet − rˆDV | < 0.15).
IV. Search for one DV (mDV > 4 GeV, Ntracks ≥ 4,
and pT ≥ 8) associated to a displaced jet with 2-
prong substructure. We use the Cambridge-Aachen
algorithm with ∆R = 0.5 for this search and tag
jets with substructure using the mass drop tagger
[34] with µ = 0.67 and y = 0.15 by reversing the
jet clustering by one step and requiring a signifi-
cant drop in invariant mass of each subjet. The two
subjets, separated by ∆R, are filtered by recluster-
ing only the constituents of each subjet using a size
∆R/2. The two filtered subjets must form a dijet
whose momentum is consistent with the DV position
in the detector (|pˆdijet − rˆDV | < 0.15).
V. Search for 2 DVs (Ntracks ≥ 5) in the same event,
comparable to the ATLAS search [18].
These strategies could be implemented separately or
combined in order to optimally reduce background.
Searches I, III, and IV achieve sensitivity to signals with
final states involving only a single DV per event.
Results
We present the projected sensitivities of the search
strategies considered in this paper for
√
s = 13 TeV as-
suming a single background event. It is possible that
more background events may pass the trigger and ver-
tex requirements, so this assumption may not be valid.
We present results using two triggers, the “displaced jet”
and “VBF, h → bb¯” triggers, as these have the largest
signal efficiency and give sensitivities to the full range of
lifetimes relevant to tracker searches. For search strate-
gies with nonzero backgrounds, other triggers in Table
I may give stronger bounds. We use the CMS detector
geometry and displaced tracking efficiency for projecting
sensitivities, although the results for the ATLAS detector
are not qualitatively different based on our fast detector
simulation. All searches lose sensitivity approximately
linearly with cτ for long lifetimes according to the frac-
tion of decays which occur in the inner detector, and
exponentially with cτ for short lifetimes due to tracks
failing to pass the displaced IP requirements.
In Fig. 4a we show the results for Search I, a single
DV in the event with requiring additional associated ob-
jects. While this strategy has strong sensitivity to heavy
signals, the sensitivity depends strongly on mpiv due to
the mDV > 10 GeV requirement and has no sensitivity
to the mpiv = 10 GeV signal.
In Fig. 4b we present sensitivities for Search II, which
is model-specific to displaced Higgs decays and requires
both piv particles to be reconstructed in the displaced jets
of the event. By not imposing a mDV cut, the search has
sensitivity the full region of expected signal masses.
In Fig. 4c and 4d, we show searches requiring a DV as-
sociated with a displaced dijet or single displaced jet with
2-prong jet substructure. The two searches are comple-
mentary. The separation between the two jets from the
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FIG. 4. Projected sensitivity for Search I (a), Search II (b), Search III (c), Search IV (d) and Search V (e) with the the “VBF,
h→ bb” trigger (dashed) and the “displaced jet” trigger (solid). Figure (f) shows the overall best sensitivity of all five proposed
tracker searches (dashed) together with projected ATLAS search results, rescaled for
√
s = 13 TeV Higgs production.
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FIG. 5. Projected sensitivity of Search III with the “displaced
jet” trigger (solid) and Search IV with the “VBF, h→ bb” trig-
ger (dashed) for the signal where only one piv is metastable,
the other is stable and escapes the detector, contributing to
MET.
piv decay scales as ∆R ≈ 2mpiv/pT , where pT is the trans-
verse momentum of the piv particle. The displaced dijet
strategy is sensitive for mpiv & 20 GeV at which point
the 2 displaced jets from the piv decay typically become
merged into a single ∆R = 0.5 jet resulting in stronger
bounds from the single displaced jet search.
In Fig. 4e the projected sensitivities for Search V are
presented. This search strategy is weaker than others as
a result of the weakened tracking efficiency for displaced
tracks combined with the requirement of two high track
multiplicity vertices in the same event. An improved dis-
placed tracking efficiency, perhaps from future detector
upgrades, would drastically improve the efficiency of this
search.
The overall sensitivity for a given lifetime for the five
proposed searches is shown in Fig. 4f together with pro-
jected ATLAS search results, obtained by rescaling the 8
TeV limits by the increase in production cross section at√
s = 13 TeV. Here, it is clear that new tracker searches
may have more sensitivity than existing search strategies
for signals with lifetimes below 1 m.
Finally, we consider a signal where one piv is stable
and escapes the detector invisibly resulting in events with
only one metastable piv particle. The projected sensitiv-
ity for Search III and Search IV are presented for this
signal in Fig. 5. In order to obtain the best sensitiv-
ity, Search III was applied to the mpiv = 25 and 40 GeV
signals and Search IV for the mpiv = 10 GeV signal.
SUMMARY
In this study, we have presented existing Run I bounds
on displaced Higgs decays and have projected sensitivities
for new Run II tracker searches in order to achieve sen-
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FIG. 6. Projected 95% CL excluded region in the mpiv −MT
parameter space from the combined Run II search sensitivities
show in Fig. 4f for the Twin Higgs and Folded Supersymme-
try scenarios. See [16] for relevant relationships between the
masses, glueball lifetimes, and Higgs branching ratios.
sitivity to signal lifetimes below 100 mm, which are only
weakly constrained by existing searches. Light signals
with mpiv . 10 GeV will be an experimental challenge to
detect above detector backgrounds but can be probed by
utilizing new DV search techniques, such as reconstruct-
ing the Higgs boson and piv particles in a displaced jet
search (Search II) or by searching for a displaced jet as-
sociated with jet substructure (Search IV). The overall
sensitivity of these searches, representing the best pos-
sible bound for a given mass and lifetime, is shown in
Fig. 4f. Also shown are the projected ATLAS searches
from Run I, rescaled to
√
s = 13 TeV.
We find that Run II searches for DVs with 20 fb−1 can
probe BRs below 0.1%, the rates expected by naturalness
in the Fraternal Twin Higgs model. In Fig. 6, the ex-
cluded parameter space from Fig. 4f has been translated
into a model-dependent excluded region as a function of
mpiv and the the top partner mass, MT , for the Frater-
nal Twin Higgs and Folded Supersymmetry models with
mirror glueballs (corresponding to the piv particles). The
optimistic value of mirror sector hadronization parame-
ter κ = 1, as defined in [16], was used. We find that the
Run II LHC can probe twin tops as heavy as 575 GeV
for the Fraternal Twin Higgs and stops as heavy as 400
GeV in Folded SUSY.
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